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Dear Dr. Kratz and Dr. Henson:
On behalf of the Douglas County Board of Commissioners, please accept the following comments on the
draft environmental impact statement (“EIS”) for the Western Oregon State Forests Habitat Conservation Plan
(“HCP”).
The Western Oregon State Forest HCP and the alternatives analyzed in the EIS present forest
management proposals which will have drastic negative consequences on western Oregon forestry-dependent
counties and communities while failing to benefit sensitive species. Douglas County especially will be significantly
impacted if the HCP places harsh limits on active forest management, as is currently proposed. Of the five
alternatives analyzed in the EIS only one, Alternative 5, would increase forest management, including timber
harvest, above the level proposed in the HCP. Therefore, of the five alternatives Douglas County finds Alternative
5 the least onerous. That said, additional alternatives should be considered that would benefit both sensitive
species and rural economies.
Douglas County is home to around 18 primary wood processing plants, which includes sawmills,
plywood/veneer mills, engineered wood plants, and more. Altogether, these processing plants and other timber
industry jobs directly employ around 5,500 individuals—an incredible 13 percent of the total employment in
Douglas County. Thousands more jobs are indirectly supported by the forestry sector in Douglas County.
Douglas County’s wood processing plants cannot rely on timber from Douglas County alone. These mills
and processing plants purchase timber from across western Oregon, including from state forest lands, to support
their operations. The timber market is competitive, and there is only a finite amount of timber available for sale at
any given time. Events such as catastrophic wildfires, like those from 2020, constrain the timber market by
limiting log supplies, possibly for half a century or more. Other legislative or administrative laws and rules also
limit timber availability. The 1994 Northwest Forest Plan did just that, severely limiting active forest management
and timber harvest on federal land in Oregon. Recently, the Oregon Private Forest Accord will limit timber harvest
on private lands, further reducing timber availability. Altogether, the catastrophic wildfires which have plagued
western Oregon as well as the legislative and administrative laws and rules which severely curtailed timber
harvests have created a shrinking timber market, driving up the prices of wood products during this time of high
inflation and limited affordable housing. Now, the State Forest HCP and alternatives in the EIS propose to limit
log markets even more by taking half of western Oregon’s state forests and making them off limits from active
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forest management. Doing this will have significant, long lasting negative effects that will reverberate through
western Oregon communities while also contributing to declining forest health and increasingly severe, and
common, wildfires. In Douglas County, residents’ livelihoods will be at risk as wood processing plants struggle to
obtain enough timber to continue operating. This will have cascading impacts throughout the County, as limited
wood availability impacts both forestry sector and non-forestry sector jobs in the County as well as county funding
for schools, roads, community support facilities, and more. Therefore, additional alternatives to the proposed HCP
need to be analyzed alternatives which would promote both economic and ecological health while benefiting
western Oregon communities and sensitive species alike.
For decades Douglas County has been ground zero for the ongoing debate over forest management. The
Spotted Owl endangered species designation, Northwest Forest Plan, Spotted Owl critical habitat designation,
Wild and Scenic River designations, Elliot State Forest debacle, Oregon Coast Coho endangered species
designation, and more have time and again dealt blows to the timber products industry in Douglas County, and
for what? Today Douglas County suffers from a withered timber industry, the County’s public forests have
experienced increasingly catastrophic forest fires, Endangered Species Act (“ESA”) listed species have had their
habitat scorched, and once-thriving rural communities have literally gone up in smoke. For decades, Douglas
County has been an active participant in the forest management debate, urging state and federal land
management agencies, National Marine Fisheries Service (“NMFS”), and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(“USFWS”) to recognize the importance of active forest management both to ESA-listed species and to rural
Oregonians. For decades, the voice of Douglas County and many other rural Oregon counties and communities
have been drowned out and ignored as out-of-touch groups and individuals have succeeded in the destruction of
forest-dependent communities, patting themselves on the back while the very resources they sought to protect
choke on the smoke created by their own “preservation” centric land management designations. Management of
state and federal forests in western Oregon, and Douglas County specifically, has been nothing short of a failure
and an insult. Something must give if NMFS, USFWS, and state land management agencies have any desire to
actually assist ESA listed species and strengthen rural communities.
The eastern portion of Douglas County provides a snapshot of the result which should be expected to
occur across Oregon state forest lands if the Oregon Department of Forestry’s (“ODF”) Habitat Conservation Plan
(“HCP”) should be adopted.
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Depicted in the above image are some of the forest fires which have ravaged the County in little more
than a decade. Driven by an inability to actively manage public forests due to ESA listings, critical habitat
designations, and the Northwest Forest Plan, fuel loads have increased and forest health declined. Just in the
last decade, the Douglas Complex Fire burned 48,679 acres to the north of Glendale while the Whiskey Fire
burned 17,891 acres of federal forest in Douglas County. In 2015, the Stouts Creek Fire burned 26,452 acres. In
2017, the North Umpqua Complex Fires burned over 64,000 acres. In 2019, the Milepost 97 Fire burned 13,119
acres. During 2020, the Archie Creek Fire and Thielsen Fire collectively burned 141,517 acres. In 2021, fires in
Douglas County burned another 140,000 acres, almost entirely on Federal land. These fires have burned
communities, greatly degraded air quality, reduced available timber volumes, harmed timber products
manufacturers, and devastated ESA-listed species. Today in Douglas County it is rare to see a green log leave
public timberland, as nearly every harvested tree has already been burned. This will soon become the reality
across Oregon state forests if “preservation” centric management designations prohibit active forest
management.
Again, what has “preservation” centric forest management accomplished? Northern Spotted Owls
(“NSO”) have continued their decline, driven primarily from competition with Barred Owls while catastrophic forest
fires are eliminating NSO habitat. See Jones et. al., Megafire causes persistent loss of an old-forest species, ZSL
(May 9, 2021) https://doi.org/10.1111/acv.12697. In fact, it is recognized that the most realistic scenario is that
Barred Owl competition and catastrophic wildfires driven by unhealthy forests will lead to the eventual extinction
of the NSO. See Franklin et. al., Range-wide declines of northern spotted owl populations in the Pacific
Northwest: A meta-analysis, Elsevier (July 2021) https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biocon.2021.109168. All in all, the
benefits of this theory of forest management have gone up in smoke along with the timber it meant to protect.
ODF’s HCP follows in the footsteps of the failed Northwest Forest Plan. It proposes to take 50 percent of
Oregon’s state forests and place them in habitat reserves off limits from active forest management, exacerbating
the harms rural forest-dependent communities have suffered while simultaneously resulting in a $24 million-dollar
ODF budget shortfall. Meanwhile, species such as the NSO will see no benefit as their primary risk factors
(Barred Owls and catastrophic fires) will not be addressed, and in fact will likely be worsened, as active forest
management is taken out of the equation.
For too long Douglas County and much of western Oregon has gone unseen as rural communities’
concerns about forest management have been ignored for nothing. Communities have even drafted their own
proposals which would assist in the recovery of ESA-listed species while simultaneously permitting active forest
management which would stimulate rural economic growth and wellbeing, only to have these proposals rejected
without a second thought. The proposed action for the HCP is yet another insulting example of ODF, NMFS, and
USFWS turning their backs on the plight of timber-dependent communities in favor of a failed policy. The draft
Environmental Impact Statement (“EIS”) simply illustrates this point, as the only “alternatives” considered do not
address leading causes of ESA-listed species declines (catastrophic wildfire and predation) while also straying
further from any possibility of active forest management that could make a meaningful positive difference to the
ecological and economic health of rural Oregon.
The proposed action HCP and the listed alternatives are unacceptable policy-driven forest management
proposals which would exacerbate wildfire risks, habitat loss, and harm to rural communities. Only Alternative
Five proposes any type of harvest increase above the proposed action, but even it only proposes to add a a small
amount of acreage for harvest—a better option than the proposed action, but an option which still fails to address
the real environmental and economic risks facing rural Oregon. Douglas County finds Alternative Five to be the
least onerous of the alternatives examined in the EIS, and if one alternative were to be selected it should be
Alternative Five. That said, to meaningfully protect ESA-listed species and rural communities alike ODF, NMFS,
and USFWS need to go back to the drawing board on the HCP. This time, rural Oregon should be given a voice
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in the development of the HCP, not willfully ignored while “environmental” groups and interests cajole agencies
into dismissing the actual needs of ESA-listed species, the forests, and timber-dependent communities.
We strongly recommend that ODF, NMFS, and USFWS develop and adopt new alternatives to the HCP.
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have questions or need more information.
Thank you,
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